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OC=qS 
R, Resultant force. (Note that these coeffi-
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efficients L c, Dc·) 
iu" Angle of setting of wings (relative to tb.ru t 
line). 
"l", Angle of stabilizer setting with reference to 
thrust line. 
71616°-29 
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Vl 
p - ,Reynolds Number, where l is a linear 
J.L dimension. 
e. g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
mi./hr. normal pressure, 0° C: 255,000 
and at 15° C., 230,000; 
or for a model of 10 cm chord 40 mis, 
corresponding numbers are 299,000 and 
270,000. 
Op, Center of pressure coefficient (ratio of 
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chord length). 
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EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL DETERMINATION OF THE MOTION 
OF HYDRAULICALLY OPERATED VALVE STEMS IN OIL ENGINE 
INJECTION SYSTEMS 
By A. G. GELALLES and A. M. ROTHRO CK 
SUMMARY 
Thi re earch on the pressure variation in the injection system of the N. A. O. A . Spray 
Photography Equipment and on the ef ects oj these variations on the motion oj the timing valve stem 
was undertaken in connection with the study oj juel injection sy tems jor high-speed oil engines . 
The pray Photography Equipment employed jor the e tests consi' t oj a juel injection ystem jor 
producing an oil pray, an electrical spark system jor illuminating the spray, and a photographic 
camera jor recording it development. The juel inj ection sy tem contains a high-pre sure hand 
]Jump jor producing the injection pre ure, dn oil re ervoir jor maintaining the pre sures of the 
juel during the injection, a timing valve for timing the tart oj the oil pray, an injection valve for 
atomizing the oil, and a by-pass valve for controlling the cut-off of the spray. Addition were made 
to the a]Jparatu in order to record the motion oj the timing valve stem photographically. 
The timing valve stem was held against its eat by a helical spring 0 adjusted that the total 
hydraulic jorce on the tem actuated it immediately ajter it had been mechanically lifted jrom its 
eat. The lift oj the stem was recorded photographically to determine the effect of injecti on tube 
7 inches and 43 inches long . The pre sure variations at the eat and in the injection valve tube' 
were analyzed and the l1ft oj the stem jor both tubes computed jrom the analysi and compared 
with the experimental record . 
The calculations indicate that the hydraulic pressure at the timing valve eat wa rising at a 
rate oj 350,000,000 pounds per square inch per second when the timing valve stem had been lifted 
0.004 inch, and that the hydraulic pressure throughout the tube did not approximate that oj the oil 
in the reservoir until 0.0028 second ajte7' the timing valve started to open with the 43-inch tube and 
0.0003 second with the 7-inch tube. The calculations and experiments indicate that after the by-pass 
valve tarted to open the hydraulic pressure in the tu be dropped to the closing pre sure oj the timing 
valve in 0.0015 second with the 43-inch tube and in 0.0004 second with the 7-inch tube. The photo-
graphic records oj the stem motion show that the tem reached the maximum lift appro..cimately 0.001 
second late7' with the 43-inch tube than with the 7-inch tube, and that the valve stem seated 0.0005 
second later with the 43-inch tube than with the 7-inch tu be. 
The general equation for the motion oj the tem oj a spring-loaded valve when the motion i 
controlled by hydraulic pressure is 
d2 s j = )I. s + m(ft2 
where j = hydraulic force on the tem at any time t second ajter the start oj motion plu. or m1'nus 
the jriction oj the tem in its guide, 
)I. = scale oj pring, 
s = compre ion oj the spring at any time t econds after the tart oj motion, 
m = mass oj moving part . 
The method, oj analy i. oj the pre ure variations and the general equation jor the motion oj 
the pring-loaded. tem jor the timing valve are applicable to a pring-loaded automatic inj ection 
11ab'e, and in general to all hydraulically operated I'ahes. A 8am]Jle calculation jor a spring-loaded 
autom((tic inject ion Nt/I'e 1' S ineluded. 
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I TRODUCTIO 
The de ign of an mcient, mooth-running, hiO'h- peed oil ngine l' quires careful study of 
the operation of it fuel injection y tem. or the two type of injection sy tem generally used-
ail' injection and hydraulic pres ure injection- the hydraulic pre sure y tem i particularly 
adaptable to the high- peed oil engine. There are two type of hydraulic pre ure injection 
y tems, one u ing a mechanically operated injection valve, and the other a hydraulically 
operated 01' automatic injection valve. Most fuel injection sy tem u ing automatic injection 
valves are fitted with an injection tube a foot or more in length between the injection valve and 
the fuel pump. The oil in thi tube, with few exceptions, is ubjected to high pre ure only 
during the injection period. The in tantaneou pre ure at the injection valve are not the ame 
a those in tbe fuel pump because of the com pre sibility of the oil within the injection tube, the 
pIa ticity of the injection tube wall , and the inertia of the oil. 
The [orm and penetration of a fuel pray from an injection valve dep nd largely on the 
hydraulic pre ure variation in the injection valve during the injection period. The pre ure 
under which the injection valve operate are a:ITected to a laJ'O'e extent by the compre ibility 
of the oil within the injection tube, the cIa ticity of the tube walls, and su h pre sure 
A, By-pass valve; Reser; voir. E, Injecfion valve 
'3, Pressure gauge; I tube. 
C, Mirro r attachment; 
D, Timin g valve; 
Hydraulic Et / 
hand 
= 
wave a may oc ur in the injection y tem. 
The e pre Ul'~ variation can be approximately 
determined by analyzing the efYect~ of inject,ion 
tube length and bore, re idual pre ure in the 
injection tube, injection pre sure, and different 
rates of pump displacement. J o experimental 
or theoretical data, so far as i known, have been 
published on these variation of pre ure during 
the period of injection. 
FIe RE J .- Diagrammatic arrangement of apparalu for 
production and control of spray 
Inve tigation have been tarted at the 
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory at 
Langley Field, Va., for the purpose of tudyinO' 
the e pre ure variations in the injection sy tem of the . A. . A. pray PhotoO'raphy Equip-
ment. (Reference 1. ) Thi injection sy tem con i t of an oil re ervoir into which the fuel oil 
i pumped under hydraulic pre nre up to ,000 pound pel' quare inch, a timing valve to 
relea e the oil under pre sure from the re ervoi]' to the injection valve, an injection-valve tube 
connecting the timing valve to the injection valve, and the injection valve from which he oil 
is prayed into the pray chamber. 
Thi report covel' an inve tigation of the pre ure variation in thi injection y tem iu which 
the motion of the timing valye was determined experimentally when it lift wa controlled by 
the hydraulic pres me of the oil in the re ervoiI'. The purpo of thi inve tigation wa , IiI' t, 
to determine how clo ely the actual motion of the timing-valve tem appr ached the motion 
of the tem as it was computed from an analy is of the pre llre causing the stem to lift, and, 
econd, to determine the effect of the length of the injection-valve tube on the pre me yaria-
tion at the timing valve. The timing-valve tom wa held again t it eat by a helical . prinO' 
o adj u ted that the tem wa actuated by the oi l pressure after it had been lifted approximately 
0.001 inch from the eat by a cam-operated rocker arm. Thu th operation of the timing 
valve under this pring load was imilar to that of a spring-loaded automatic injection valve. 
APPARATUS A D METHOD . 
The N. A. C. A. pray Photography Equipment (reference 1) consist of a fuel-injection 
y tern for producing the oil pray, an electrical-spark y tem for illuminating the pray, and 
a photographic camera for r cording it development. The fuel injection y tem (fig. 1) con-
tain a high-pres ure hydarulic hand pump for producinO' the injection pre ure, an oil re er-
voir foJ' maintaining the pres Ufe during injection, a timing valve for timing the tart of injec-
tion, an injection valve for atomizing the oil, and a by-pa s valve fo r controllinO' the cut-ort' of 
the injection. 
I 
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The timing valve (fig. 2) is a pring-loaded needl e valve operated by a cam and a rocker 
arm. One half of a elu tch similar to the type u ed in punch pre e i rio-idly attached to a 
haft that is driven by an electric motor at 950 r . p. m. The other half of the clutch i mounted 
on the cam haft and engage the flrst half when a trip lever is truck. The two hal ve of the 
clutch remain engaged for one revolu-
tion of the cam shaft cau ing a com-
plete cycle of the opera tion of the 
injection sy tem to take place. 
Connection to oil reservr>lr--~'11 
Additional apparatu was In-
stalled (fi g. 3) in order to record the 
motion of the timing valve stem 
photographically. A pivoted mirror 
wa eonnee ted to the ou ter end of 
the timing valve stem by a lever arm. 
A 1 earn of ligb t from a point source 
wa focu ed on thi mirror by a len 
and was reneeted onto a photographic 
film mounted on a drum which was 
rotated hy an electric motor at a 
speed of 3,400 1". p. 111. Any motion 
of th(' tem changed the angJ(, of tne 
llllJTOr and th(' po ition of th(' ]"('-
fl eeted. beam 0[ light on the film . 
The mo tion of the stem during the 
operation of the valve was thu reco rd-
ed on the film a a continuous line. 
Mirror 
pivol 
hole 
FIGUllE 2.- Timing vah·o mechanism 
To injection 
volve 
It was desired in thi research to investigate the pressure variations at the timing-valve 
eat and in the inj ection tube a well as the moti n of the timing valve tern. Con eq uently, 
the pring force on the tern wa adju ted 0 that it wa les than the hydrauli c force on the 
stem when the valve wa opened, but tilJ held the tern against the eat with uffieient force 
r::;~: stem ---\ 
Mirror 
POint source of lighf 
\ 
Lens 
Timing valve stem./ 
Film drum 
A, Lever arm 
B, Boll socket 
C, Vert,col shoft 
D, Mirror 
E, Adjusting screw LJ __ ---L~'__LJ 
to preven t leakage of the fuel when the 
valve wa closed. Th(' hydraulic force on 
the tern from the injection pre sure used in 
the e te twas 153 pound when the valve 
wa opened and 67 pound when the valve 
wa closed. A pring force of 132 pounds 
wa found sufficient to prevent leakage. 
nd er these condition the hydraulic force 
actuated the stem after the cam had lif ted i t 
ufficiently to permit the oil pressure to build 
up around the eat and end of the tern. The 
rocker arm (fig . 2) wa adju ted with a clear-
an e of 0.001 inch between it and the spring 
follower when the valve wa clo ed so that 
the entire pring force acted upon the eaL. 
FlGl"IlB:3. ·.\ pparaLus for record ing Lhe moLion of Lhe Liming ,·ah"e 
stem. Enlarged views of end of liming va h'e t showin~ mirror 
attachment on end of ~(em, gh·en at ri~hl of figure 
The te t proccdme was imilar to that 
u eel in the tesL on inj ect ion va]\'(' with thi 
apparatus. (Referen ce 1. ) The pressure was 
rai ed by means of the hydnwli c hand pump to 1,000 pound per squar inch in the injection 
valvc Lubc and to ,000 pound per (lus rr inch in the oil )"e,e rvoir. ThC' rotating nalf of 
tne clulch and the film drum were brough t to the te t speed. The beam of light wa 
focused on the mirror. The clu teh trip lever wa struck, the lu tch engaged, and the 
cam shaft made one revolution. Oil passed through the openi ng between the tern and the 
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nozzle seat of the timing valve as the rocker arm lifted the tern and the oil pre ure built up 
around the eat and end of the tern . A oon as the hydraulic force exceeded the pring force, 
the stem lifted at a faster rate than that produced by the cam . The oil pa ed through the 
timing valve into the inj ection valve tube, forced the inj ection valve open and prayed into the 
fpray chamber. A econd cam opened the by-pas valve 0.0043 second after the tinting valve 
"tern wa put in motion, the pre sure dropped in the inj ection tube, and the injection valve 
clo ed. 
A record was taken of the motion of the timing valve tern as produced by the cam alone 
wi th no oil in the ystem, 0 that the tar t of the motion produced by the hydraulic pre sm'e 
might be obtained . The force acting on the rocker arm at the star t of the motion \Va increa ed 
67 pound when no hydraulic pre sure wa u ed in the y tern. The effect of the rocker arm 
deflection on the lift of the stem due to thi difference of force wa found by bo th comp utations 
and experiment to be 0.0006 inch . Corrections were made for the rocker arm deflection in order 
to compare this record with those produced by the hydraulic pre sure. 
EXPERIME TAL RESULTS 
A photographic re ord of the motion of the timing valve stem with the 7-inch inj e tion 
lube i shown in Figure 4. The time i recorded horizon tally and the lif t vertically. The hori-
zontal line repre ent zero lift . The velocity with which the tern \Va. lifted is een to have 
increased during the fir t par t of the opening of the valve and then to have remained practically 
con tan t un til the maximum lift was reached. Thi maximum lift, due to the inertia or the 
FIGURE 4.-Record or Lhe Liming valve stem motion. ~I'uhe le"gth 7 inches. I nject.ion 
pressu re ,000 Ib./8q. in. ln itial injection tube pressure 1,000 Ib ./sq. in. 
1ll0v inO' parts of the valve, wa greater than the lif t at which the re to ring force of the pring 
was in equilibrium with the hydraulic force. The re ulting harmonic motion produced by thi. 
efl'ect wa damped out by the rever al of the fri tion of the tern in it guide and by the inertia 
of the oil. The stem then remained in the po ition at which the pring force , hydrauli force , 
and friction were in equilibrium. Thi part or the curve ha a light downward lope be au e 
of the discharge of the oil from the re ervoir . The pre ure in the y tern \Va relea ed after an 
intervaJ of 0.0043 econd by the opening of the by-pa valve. A the pre w'e acro the timing 
valve eat dropped the tern was forced back by the valve pring to the closed po ition. The 
rate of 10 ing of the valve was con trolled by the . pring force, the rate of pre sure drop, the 
inertia of t he moving parts of the valve, and the friction of the stem in i t guide. The tern 
rebounded after the impact against its seat since the excess of pring force over the hydraulic 
force at this time was mall. 
The record hown in Figure 4 i reproduced in curve (a) (fig. 5), with the coordinate of 
time and lift. Curve (b) (fig. 5) i a reproduction of a pho tographi record of the stem motion 
with the 43-inch inj ection tu be. Curve (c) (fig. 5) i a reprodu ction of a record of the tern motion 
produced by the cam alone. The variations between curves (a) and (b) are cau ed by the 
effect of the inj ection tube length on the volumes of the oil in the t ube and the di tance of 
pre m e wave travel, ince all other te t conctitions were main tained constan t. The difference 
between the rate of opening of the valve for the two inj ection tubes indicate that with the 
horter tube and malleI' oil volume the pre sure at the timing valve eat and acro the end of 
the timinO' valve stem increased faster than with the longer tube. The maximum lift is greater 
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with the 7-inch tube becau e of the higher velocity of the stem a indicated in FigW'e 5. Th
e rate 
of closing of the timing valve is approximately the arne for both tubes. However , w
ith the 
7-inch tube the valve clo ed about 0.0005 econd earlier than with the 43-inch inj ection tube, 
although the by-pas valve opened at the arne time for both tube. The curve show th
at the 
velocities with which the tern came in contact with th e seat, point A and A' , were compar
atively 
high and that the valve stem rebounded from the seat. 
III 
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FIGUR >; 5.- EtTect of injection va lve tube length on the lift of the ti ming valve steill. 
Jnjection pressure, ,000 Ib ./sq . in. I nitial pressure in the injection ,oa lve Lube, 1,000 
lb./sq. in. un'e a-tube length 7 inches. inside diameter )-8 incb; curve b-tube 
length 43 inches. insid e diameter >~ inch; curve c-stem motion imparted by the cam 
The experimental records do not give exact mea ures of the pressure exi ting at the timi
ng 
valve seat and end of the stem while the stem wa in motion because of the friction and 
inertia 
of the moving parts. They do , however , give a direct compari on between the differe
n t test 
condi tion . The straight-line portion of each curve i a measure of the maximum pressu
re and 
the friction, since the ma:ximum pre sure at the valve eat was maintained for a hort t
ime. 
ANALYSIS OF PRESSURE VARIATIO S- COMPUTATIO NS OF THE VALVE-S
TEM MOTIO 
A mathemati cal analysis can be made of the pres ure variation in the timing valve an
d 
in the injection valve t ll be from which the motion of the timing valve stem for given test con-
ditions can be approximately computed . The motion of the tern may be divided in
to two 
parts-fir t, the motion imparted by the cam, and, econd, the motion imparted by t
h e hy-
draulic pressure. The motion i imparted by the cam until the hydraulic force excee
ds the 
pring force by an amount suffici ent to give the stem a faster rate of lift than that given b
y the 
cam. The time required for the hyd raulic force to reach this value can be compu ted fro
m the 
te t conditions and from a consideration of the flow of a liquid between two parallel 
plane 
moving away from each other. T he e computation will be greatly simplified if it be 
consid-
ered that the seat. and the end of th e tem are extended to form complete cones, that 
the oil 
in the injection tube does not aHect the rate of pre ure rise between the seat and tern, and 
that the pres ure rises across the end of the stem at the arne rate a at the small e t c
ircum-
ference of the seat. The hydraulic pre sure p at any point on the conical surface of th
e seat 
at a distance l from the apex of the cone, under the e condition, 1 given by the equation 
_ P 3 /.l. v (ll- F) 
p - - h3 co 2 a 
where P = pre sure at the larger circumference of the eat, 
/.l. = viscosity of the fuel oil, 
V = velocity at which the tern i lifted from its eat, 
h = stem lift or opening measured parall el to the stf'm axi , 
(A ) 
a = angle the conical urfaces of 1.he seat make with a plane perpendicular to the stem 
axis, and 
12 = distance (rom apex of cone to it ba e measure 1 along the coni.cal surface . 
Consider the flow of a liq uid between two fi.:\:ed parallel planes, eparated by a di tance
 h 
(fig . 6), with the pre ure gradient extending in the direction X and Y . The fl ow per unit 
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width in the dire tion X and Y, re pectively, when h is small, is given by equation (1) and (2) 
(reference 1), 
h3 Op 
U=12J.L OX 
T=~ oP 
12J.L oy 
(1) 
(2) 
in which U and Tare th re pe tiv rate of flow, J.L the vi co ity of the fluid , and p the unit 
pres ure. A the timing valve eats (fig. 7) there are two conical urface moving away from 
each other. on cquently, there is an exces of inflow over outflow to supply the increa e of 
volume between the surface. The pre ure p between the seat and tern for any lift of the stem 
h varie from a maximum at r2 to a minimum at the apex of the cone formed by extending the 
eat . Con ider a differential volume (fig . 7) extending between the seat and stem and contained 
between two plan s normal to the conical urface at di tance Z and Z+ oZ from the apex of the 
cone, and between two planes that intersect alonO' the axis of the .,tem making a mall angle 08 
radians on the surfaces. 'When the tern move from the eat at a velocity VI, mea ured normal 
z 
x 
FIGUnE 6 FIGUHE 7.-Ti..ming valvo seat. 
to the eat, the rate of inc rea e of volume i VloZZ08. Thi rate of increa e in volume i also 
equal to the rate of increa e in iuAow. Equating the rate of increa e of volume to the rate of 
increa e of inflow obtained from equation (1), 
This reduce to 
Integrating (3a), 
VloZZ08=~ [h13 oj) Z08] oZ 
oZ 12J.L oZ 
12VIZJ.L =~[ZOP] 
hl3 oZ oZ 
6 VIZZJ.L = Zop + 0 
70 13 aZ I 
h 'Z- op ~ w n - 0, oZ - O. ub tituting the e value in equation (4) it is found that 
o that equation (4) beco me. 
In tegrating aO'ain, 
wh en l = / ~, p = P. Slib t ituting 
and 
01 = 0 , 
op 6J.LVI 
ol = hT 
3J.L VIZZ 
P = 71;3- + O2 
(3) 
(38) 
(4) 
(4a) 
(5a ) 
t 
I 
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If V is the rate at which the tern is lifted from the seat, measmed parallel to the stem axis, then 
and from Figure 7, 
VI = V cos a , 
hi = h cos Ct. 
Equation (5a) then becomes 
(5b), (A) 
The pre sure PI at r l for any lift h is 
- p 3J.L V (l 2 l2) P- - h3 2 2 - I • cos a (5c) 
For the timing valve tern a is 30°, ZI i 0.054 inch, Z2 i 
at r2 is the injection pre sme of ,000 pounds per quare inch. 
showed that at atmospheric pre sure and 60° 
F ., the visco ity of the Diesel oil used was 45 
0.072 inch, and the pTessure P 
Experiment in this laboratory 
aybolt seconds, corresponding to 0.000106 
pound-second per square foot. (Reference 
3.) The viscosities of oils of imilar prop-
erties to the Diesel oil employed in this in-
vestigation (reference 4) are, for the average 
pressure of these calculations, between three 
and four times their vi co ities at atmo _ 
pheric pressure and temperature. The value 
of thTee times the viscosity of the Diesel oil 
at 60° F. and atmospheric pressme wa used 
for J.L. Substituting these values in (5c), 
= 1 152 000 - 0 00127 Y (0.072 )2 - (0.054 )2 
PI " . h3 144 
where PI is in pounds per square foot, 
feet per econd, and h in feet. 
(6) 
Vin 
The values of V and h are obtained for 
any instant from an enlargement of a record 
of the cam-imparted motion of the stem. 
The spring end of the stem, because of the 
compres ion of the stem by the spring, was 
lifted 0.00157 inch before there was any 
actual opening between the seat and tern. 
The time required for thi lift was 0.0002 
second. Con equently, the exact value of 
8000 
7000 
6000 
·~5000 
Cj-
IS) 
:Q-
QJ4000 
~ 
~ 
~3000 
2000 
/000 
o 
o 
I I 
Lift" ~ e:.-
Ii K Time 
I 
/ 
.000/0 .00020 .00030 
Time, seconds 
.00/0 .0020 .0030 
Lifl befween stem and seat, inches 
FIGU RE S.-Pressure variation at seat 
V and h for the tip end of the tern at the tart of its lift could not be determined. It was 
a sumed, however, that these value were the arne as tho e of the pring nd of the tern 
when 
V and h, as taken from the motion of the pring end of the stem, gave p greater than zero. 
The pre sure rise at ZI as the stem lifted from the eat, obtained from equation (6), i plotted 
in Figure 8. The curve how that the pressure at the smalle t circumference of the ste
m wa 
97.5 per cent of the reservoir pressure 0.00011 second after the stem left the seat. The c
orre-
sponding lift between the seat and tern wa 0.000 5 inch. 
The viscosity of the fluid has been treated as a constant in the derivation of equation (5c) ; 
actually the viscosity varies with the pres me. (Reference 5.) ince equation (5c) i intended 
to give only the order of magnitude of the pres ure variation and since the value chosen f
or the 
viscosity of the Diesel oil may be in errol' by as much as 100 per cent, it i believed th
at the 
fmther complications introduced by considering J.L as a function of P are no t ju tilled. 
60519-29-- 2 
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The hydraulic force on the tern \va of ufficient magnitude 0.00011 e ond after the tem 
was lifted from the seat to lift the stem at a fa tel' rate than that cau ed by the cam. The 
condition under which the stem was actuated at thi time were: 
H ydraulic force on tern = 153 pounds. 
Spring force on stem, 132 pounds+ (0.00085 inch + 0.0157 inch) 1,000 pounds per inch= 135 pounds . 
Friction between stem and guide (obtained with spring balance with no pressu re in valve) = 5 pounds. 
Weigh t of moving part = 0.130 pound. 
Velocity of tem=8.4 inches per second . 
Lift of spring end of stem, 0.000 5 inch + 0.00157 inch = 0.0024 inch . 
Time spring end of stem had been in motion (0.00011 second + 0.0002 econd) = 0.00039 second. 
p ring scale: Compre ion (by test) = 1,150 pound per inch ; expansion (by test) = 1,125 pounds per inch. 
Com pre sion of pring, 0.115 inch + O.OOO 5 inch+ 0.00157 inch= 0.1174 inch. 
The equation for the motion of the tern when actuated by the hydraulic force is 
in which 
where 
t - t + I~ . -\ ('/I.8-j ) _ . _[ ('/1.8\-./) 
-l -Y'/l. m k m k 
\ = compression of pring at beginning of oil imparted motion, 
8 = any di tan e spring i compressed greater than 8 \, 
tl = time of travel to 8\, 
t = time of travel to 8, 
m = ma of moving parts, 
'/I. = cale of spring, 
j = hydraulic force on the tern minu friction of the tern in it guide, and 
VI = veloci ty at 8\. 
(B ) 
Equation (B ) i obtained from the general relation between force, rna ,and acceleration, 
F = ma (7) 
in which F i the re ultant force acting at the tern at the time t , and a is the acceleration of the 
tem. The force F is equal to the difference between the force j and the restoring force of the 
sprmg, 
ma =j - '/I.8, 
and 
j - '/I. 
a= --
m 
mce 
dv d8 
a= dt' and v= dt' 
in which V is the velocity at 
Substituting (7b) in (8) 
Integrating between the limit of v and v\ 
vdv = ad 
j - '/I.8 
t,dv=-- d8 
m 
(7a) 
(7b ) 
( ) 
( a) 
(9) 
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Solving (9) for v and equating to d Idt, 
ds = f
V1
2_ 2j I+~+ 2js _ AS2 
dt "V m m m m 
Integrating again between the limit of sand h 
t - t + fm[ . -I (As-j) . -I (ASI-j)J 
- 1 "V); sm --k- - m k 
Equation (10) becomes, on sub tituting numerical value : 
t = 0.00039 + 1
1
49 [in-I(7 .6s-10.1)-1.651T] 
(9a) 
(1 0), (B) 
(lOa) 
where t is in econds and s in inches. Equation (lOa) represents the time of motion of the timing 
valve stem in terms of compression of the spring. The lift of the tem S, i at all times 0.115 
in. Ie s than the compres ion of the spring . Solving for S, 
S = 0.0135 + 0.0127 in (4.46 + 1849t) (11) 
The cune for the variation of tem lift with time from equation (11) is plotted in Figure 9, 
curve e, and Figure 10, curve f, 
for the 43-inch and 7 -inch tubes, 
respectively. The curve show 
that the stem reached it maxi-
mum lift of 0.026 inch after the 
tern had been in motion 0.00] 8 
If) 
<lJ 
.030 
i.020 
.!:; 
~)I.. 
/ "/d 
f: V 
opln,n~~L/ol 
s - .013 + .0127 sin(4. 46 + 1849t) 
~ =.. . 
\ 1\ \ 
/ Closing' penod \ "-, S - .i?l4 - 1547t + , "-' second. The stem traveled to a ~ 
higher maximum lift than would ~ .010 
have been obtained from the hy- V) 
./ 
I .0183, Sti7182~tJ \ 1\ \ 
<~ draulic force alone, becau e of 
the inertia of the moving part . 
The tem then returned to the 
po ition at which the hydraulic 
force plus the friction of the tern 
in it guide were in equilibrium 
o .001 .002 .003 .004 .005 
Time, seconds 
/: 
.006 
--., 
........ 
.007 .008 
FlGlTRE 9.-Computed and actual motion of tbe timing valve stem with the 43-inch tube. 
Initial spring compression, 130 pounds. Injection pressure, 8,000 lb.{sq_ in. Initial 
pressure in tbe injection valve tube, 1,000 Ib .{sq. in. Clln-e e~omputed motion; 
curve d-actual motion 
with the spring force. The static pressure in the oil re ervoir and con equently the hydraulic 
force on the valve stem was continually reduced by the flow of oil through the timing valve. 
This flow supplied the oil for the compres ion of the oil in the injection valve tube, for the 
expansion of the tube wall , and for the eli charge through the injection valve. 
Computation for the 43-inch injection tube (appendix) how that the com pres ion of the 
oil in the tube was completed in 0.0032 econd and that the pre nre in the oil re ervoir was 
7,830 pounds per quare inch at that time. The forces on the tem with thi pressure were in 
equilibrium at a lift of 0.022 inch. Consequently, - the computed curves passed through the 
point whose coordinate were 0.0032 econd and 0.022 inch. The di eharge of oil through the 
injection valve for both tubes caused a drop of static pressure which gave the computed curves 
a downward lope of 0.0005 inch for each 0.001 econd. Therefore, a line wa drawn for the 
43-inch tube (fig. 9) through the point (0.0032 second, 0.022 inch) with this slope and extended 
upward to the left until it inter ected the curve from equation (11 ), and downward to the 
right until it intersected the abscissa 0.0043 second, at which time the by-pass valve was 
opened. 
Similar computations for the 7-inch injection tube show that the compression of the oil 
eolumn was completed in 0.0006 econd and that the pressure in the oil reservoir when the maxi-
mum lift wa reached was 7,940 pound per square inch. The force with thi pres ure were 
in equilibrium at a lift of 0.024 inch. Consequently a line was drawn tarting at the. second 
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intersection of the curve from equation (11) with the ordinate 0.024 inch and extended down 
ward to the right with the ame slope as used for the 43-inch injection tube until it intersected 
the ab cis a 0.0043 second. 
The oil force on the seat and end of the tem dimini hed as the oil flowed through the by-pas 
valve, 0 that the spring forced the stem back to the se~t. The tem mo tion for the clo ing of the 
timing valve can be computed if the rate of pre ure drop in the timing valve i known. The ap-
proximate rate of pressure drop at the stem was obtained as follow, assuming the tatic oil pr ssure 
throughout the tube wa affected in tantaneou ly by the di charge through the by-pas valve : 
The motion of the by-pass valve was determined from the cam contour and linkage . An 
increment of lift was taken and the average pressure difference was determined for this lift by the 
method used for the opening of the timing valve . The amount of oil pas ed through the by-pa s 
valve wa calculated by the method used in the Appendix for the timing valve. The average 
pressme in the injection tube was obtained from the amount of oil di charged through the 
by-pas valve and the amount of oil passed through the timing valve and through the injection 
valve, the average rate of flow through the injection valve being determined experimentally 
(Appendix). The procedure wa repeated until the computed press me in the injection tube 
was reduced sufficiently to permit the closing of the timing and injection valves. 
The pre sme in the oil reservoir at the end of injection determined by this method wa 
.030 
~ 
]'020 
~ .010 
10 
Openinq perio d S - ,.0/35 + ,0127 sin(4. 46 + /849t) 
-~ . 
f1 :0 '-- I~ --. -I ~t'. 
/I I \~ Closinq period --- , '\ 
/ S - .0232 - 70t + .0383 s in(1829tj"' , \ , 
L I , ~ , 
--o 
found to be within 1 per cent of the 
o bserved pre sme in the re ervoir at the 
end of injection. The results of the e 
calculation are repre ented by the hort 
da hed line in Figure 9 and Figure 10. 
These sections of the curves would have 
represented the travel of the timing val ve 
stem were it not for the inertia of the 
moving part and the inertia of the oil 
.001 .002 T;~~3 se~~~~s .005 .006 .007 to be displaced. They represent the 
rate of pre m e decrea e in the tube. FIGURE 10.-Computed and actual motion of the stem for the 7-inch tube. Initial 
spring compression, 130 pounds. Injection pressure, ,000 Ib .(sq. in. Initial 
pressure in the injection valve tube, 1,000 lb .(sq. in. Curve f-{lomputed motion; 
curve g-actual motion 
The inertia of the oil can be di -
regarded ince it i neO'ligible in com-
pari on with the other force . The 
instantaneous lag due to the inertia of the moving parts can be derived from the conditions 
at the start of the closing motion and the rate at which the pres me dropped at the end 
of the stem. The force acting on the tem at the start of the clo ing motion were the 
hydrauli.c force and the friction of the stem in its guide, both tending to hold the tem in the 
open position, and the spring force tending to move the stem to the closed position. U ing the 
same symbols as before, with the exception that j is now the um of the hydraulic force and the 
friction, the equation of the clo ing motion i 
j = As+ma (12) 
For any in tant, j is equal to 0 + Kt, in which 0 is the hydraulic force at the beginning 
of pre sure drop plus the friction, K i the r ate of decrease of hydraulic force, and t the time 
measmed from the beginning of opening of the by-pass valve. Then 
d2s O+Kt = As+m dt 2 (13) 
The complete integral of (13) is 
s = A in ( ~ ~ t ) + B cos ( ~ ~ t ) + 0: Kt 
when 
(14) 
Then 
o ds 
i = O, s= ~, and dt =0. 
B = O 
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Differentiating equation (14), 
~t =A~~ co (~~t) + ~ 
ubstituting and solving for A, 
ubstituting in (14) 
s=f+ ~t - ~ ~~ sin (~/~t) (15), (C) 
Substituting numerical values and solving for S, the equation of the closing motion of the 
timing valve stem with the 43-inch inj ection tube is 
S = 0.0214 - 15.47t + 0.00 3 in (1 2 t ) (16) 
flnd with the 7-inch injection tube i 
S = 0.0232 - 70t + 0.03 3 in (1 28t ) (17) 
The curves from these equations are plotted a continuations from the ab ci a 0.0043 ec-
ond of curve (e ) (fig. 9), and of curve (f) (fig. 10). 
The experimental curve (fig . 5) ar reproduced in Figure 9 and 10 for comparison with 
Lhe computed curve. The curves indicate that the motion imparted by the oil pre ure tarted 
at the arne time for both the experimental and computed curve. 
The variation between the computed and experimental curve for the 
opening of the valve indicates that the pressure aero the seat and 
end of the stem increased at a slower rate than was computed. The 
curves agree closely for the maA'imum pre ures on the stem and for 
the times and the rates of clo ing of the valve. 
APPLICATION OF THE RESULTS OF ANALYSIS TO AN AUTOMATIC 
FUEL-INJECTION VALVE 
The opening flnd closing motion of the pring-loaded tem of an 
automatic fue l-inj ection valve can be obtained from the foregoing analy-
sis if the variations of the hydraulic forc e acting on the stem are known. 
Consider an injection valve (fig. 11 ) of a fuel-injection system for an 
oil engine, the pressure in the system being built up directly by a cam-
operated fuel pump and released by a by-pas valve . Assume the 
fo llowing operating condition : 
Helical spring force, 40.9 pounds. 
Helical spring scale, 1,000 pounds per inch deflection. 
Area of A normal to stem axis, 0.0153 square inch. 
Area at tem seat normal to tern, 0.0123 quare inch . 
Friction of stem in its guide, 5 pounds. 
FIGURE ll.- Spring-loaded auto-
matic fuel injection valve 
Hydraulic opening pressure of inj ection valve, 3,000 pounds per square inch . 
Maximum hydraulic pressure, 8,000 pound per quare inch. 
Engine peed, 1,000 R. P. M. 
Fuel-injection period at full load on the engine, 36 ° crank- haft travel, 0.006 second. 
T ime for pres ure to increa e from opening pressure of th e inj ection valve to maximum, 
0.006 second. 
R ate of pres ure rise throughout the inj ection-tube length during the period of injection, 
con tant (5,00010.006 pound per square in ch per second), 833,000 pounds per sq uare inch per 
econd. ' 
Weight of moving parts, 0.04 pound . 
Maximum allowable lift of injection-valve tern, 0.015 inch. 
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The hydraulic opening pre sure of 3,000 pound pel' square inch in the inj ection valve, 
acting on the annular area A, i ufficien t to overcome the spring force and the friction force 
of the stem in its guide. The hydraulic force does not act at the end of the stem until the stem 
has lifted sufficien tly for a pre ure to build up between the eat and stem. It was hown in thi 
report, for approximately the arne condi tions, that the tern ri e from the seat about 0.001 
inch before the pressure between the seat and tern r; e to that in the inj ection tube. An 
equation, therefore, i developed which will o-ive thi early par t of the stem motion to a lift of 
0.001 inch . For thi motion , only the hydraulic force acting at the annular area A i con-
sidered ; the increasing hydraulic fo rce at the end of the stem during the interval may be 
neglected withou t appreciable errol' . Equation (15) may be used, ince the hydraulic force 
vane directly wi th time and the stem tar ts from rest. 
(15) 
When 8 is in inches, 0 is in pounds, A. is in pounds per inch, K is in po und per second, and 
t is in econds, m is wig, where w is the wight of moving par ts of the valve in pound, and 9 
is the gr avita tional acceleration in inche per econd pel' second. For thi valve, 0 i the 
(I) 
<lJ 
.015 
-S .010 
. £; 
'E.. 005 Q) 
i0 
.1 
I 
f-~pe~/nJ pe~/o2 
/ 8 = .0369 +- 23i .042 4 S/n(31061) 
- .0/36 COS(3106 t)+-i I I 
I I 0 . 1 I .. OSlnq period 
8 = .05/ cos (3106t) - -
1-f--.0359. t is loken as 
zero o f .006 second 
1 I r 
- F- S i /2 75t l - .004 10 S/~(3~06t) 
.0 .00/ .002 .003 .004 .0 05 .00 6 .007 
Time, s econds 
F IGU HE 12.- Co mpu ted motion of a spring-loaded automatic injcction va lve 
stc m . Spring scalc, 1,000 Ib ./incb . Weight of moving parts, 0.04 lb . Op n-
iog pre LITO of injection va lve, 3,000 lb./sq. in . ~r[ax irnum pressure in injec· 
t ion tube when by-pass "!lIve opcned , ,000 Ib ./sq. in. Time for sta ti c pressurc 
in injection tubc to rise from 5, 000 to 8,000 lb ./sq . in ., 0.006 sccond . 'laxi muJU 
stem li ft allowable, 0.01 5 inch 
hydrfwlic force on the area A at the beginning of the motion of the tern minus the friction of 
the stem in its guide, 
0 = 0.01 53 quare inch X 3,000 pounds per quare inch - 5 pounds = 40.9 pounds, 
K is the r ate at which the hydraulic force acting on the stem i increa ing. 
K = 833,OOO pounds per squ are inch per second X 0.01 53 square inch = 12,750 pounds per econd 
Sub ti t uting numerical values in equation (15), 
40. 9 12750t 12750 /0.040 . ( / 1000 X 386 t ) 8 = 1000 + 1000 - 1000- -Y 1000 X 36 m -y 0.040 
8= 0.0409 + 12. 75t - 0. 004 10 in (3106t), 
(15a) 
(15b) 
where i the compre ion of the pring in inches. The tern lif t 8 IS minus the initial com-
pre ion of the spring or - O. 0409 inch . Then, 
8 = 12. 75t - 0. 00410 sin (3106t ) (l ) 
The curve of this quation (fig. 12) show that the lif t of 0. 001 inch i reached in 0.00037 
second. The increa e of pre ure in the y tern for this interval of time is 30 pound per 
quare inch. 
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The hydraulic force acting on the stem during the remainder of the mo tion is that acting 
at the annular area A and at the end of the tem. Equation (14) is applicable to this part 
of the motion, 
(14) 
in which tl is 0 when t = 0.00037 second. The hydraulic pres ure is now acting on the entire 
area of the stem. 
Therefore, 
0=3,308 pounds per square inch (0.0153 + 0.0123 ) quare inch - 5 pound = 6.3 pounds. 
K = 833,000 pounds per square inch per second (0.0153 + 0.0123 ) quare inch = 23,000 pounds 
pel' second 
The constants of integration in equation (14) are determined from the known initial 
conditions of this part of the motion. When tl = O, s = 0.042 inch. ubstituting these values 
in equation (14) and olving for the constant B, 
O. 042 =~~O~ + 0 + A in (O)+ B cos (0) 
B = - O. 044~ 
Further, when t = O, t:;, t he velocity, is that which is obtained by difrerentiating equation 
(15b) with re pe0t to t, 
ds d dt = dt (0. 0409 + 12. 75t - 0. 00410 in (3106t )] (19 ) 
ds dt = 12. 75- 0. 00410 X 3106 cos (31 06t ) (l9a ) 
Whcnt = 0.00037 ceond, jt=7 . 56 illche per second = j:, fort , = O. Diflerentiatingcquation 
(14) to determine the other con tant of integration, 
ds j): A ( If.. t) If.. B . ( I>: ) f{ dt, = -V m X cos "' m ' - -V m sm -V m t, + }:. (20 ) 
ub tituting numerical values and solving 1'01' the constant A, when tl = 0, 
. 23000 7.56 = 31 06 X A cos (0)- 3106 X O.0443 111 (0)+ 1000 (20a) 
A = - 0.00497 
The eq uation for this part of the motion becomes, 
s = 0.0863 + 23t\ - 0.00497 in (3 106t} ) - 0.0443 0 (3 106t\) (21 ) 
tt = 0 when t = 0.00037 second, or tl = (t - 0.00037 ) second. 
Substituting in equation (21) , 
s= 0.0863 + 23(t - 0.00037) - 0.00497 sin (3106 (t - 0.00037 )]- 0.0443 cos 
(3106 (t - 0.00037 )J (22) 
s= 0.077 + 23t - 0.0424 sin (3 106t)- 0.01 36 co (3106t) (22a) 
The tem motion is (8- 0.0409 ). 
8 = 0.0369+23t - 0.0424 sin (3 106t )- 0.0136 co (3106t ) (23) 
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The curve (fig. 12) of this equation how that the maximum lif t of 0.015 inch was reached 
in 0.0006 second and that the time of opening [01' thi valve i 10 P r n t of the injection period 
at, fuHload on th engine. The bouncing of the stem aga in t t he top i neglected. 
The by-pas valve ordinarily employed in the fuel inj ection y tem for oil engine open so 
rapidly that little enol' i introduced in the compu tations for the closinO' motion of the auto-
matic injecti n valve stem if it i a umed that the pre me at the valve drops to zero in tan-
taneou ly. The only force re isting the spring during the clo ing motion of the stem is th 
friction of the tem in its guide. Con eq uently equation (12) rep re cnt thi part of the motion. 
The compl ete in teO'l'al of equa tion (12) i 
(24 ) 
For cO llvenience m the co mputation , t2 i taken a zc ro at thc tar t of the closing 
motion . Then, when t2 = O, s= 0.056 in h. ub tituting in equation (24), 
0 .056 = A in (0) + B co (0) + 10500 
B = 0.051 
ds Also, when t2= O, dt2 = 0. Differentiating eq uati on (24) wi th 1'C pect to t2J 
t;:=~: A co (~:t2) - ~~ 13 sin (~/~t2) 
ub titll ting numerical values, 
0 = 3106 x A cos(0) - 3106 X B sin (0) 
A = O 
ub tituting in equation (24) 
· = 0.051 co (3 106t2) + 0.005 
The equation for tbe movement of the tern is 
8 = 0.051 co (3 106t2 ) - 0.0359 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
The curve of equation (27) (fig. 12) shows that the inj ection valve tern returned to its 
eat in 0.00025 econd . The velocity with which the tem came against i t nozzle seat is 
ds fOlIDd by differentiating equation (26) wi th re pect to t2 and olving for dt2 for t2= 0.00025 
econd. The value obtained is 9.3 feet pel' ccond. 
CO CLUSIO S 
Experimen t and analysi indicate that during the operation of an inj ection sys tem em-
ploying an automatic injection valve the rate of oil pre ure variation in the inj ection tube 
and valve differ con iderably for different lengths of tube. For the inj ection system and the 
pre sure conditions investigated in thi work, the analysi , S ll bstantiated by experimental 
re ult, how that when a 43-inch inj ection tube with a one-eigh th-inch bore wa u ed the 
compre ion of the oil column in the tube was not completed until 0.002 second after thetiminO' 
val ve tar ted to open , while when a 7 -in h inj ection t u be of th e same bore \\'a u ed the t ime 
to co mplete the compre ion wa 0.0003 eco nd . Af ter the opening of the by-pa valve, t he 
pressure in the injection t ube was reduced to the cIo ing pre Ul' of the timing valve 0.001 econd 
earlier, and the timing valve clo ed 0.0005 econd earlier wi th the 7-inch tube than with the 43-
inch tube, alth ugh the by-pa valve opened at the ame time for both tubes. 
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The result of an analy i ba ed on the flow of a liquid between two parallel planes how 
that the hydraulic-pres ure variation between the eat and tern of a fuel needle valve for very 
small lift i given by the equation: 
where p = hydraulic pre UJ'e on the conical ul'face of the eat for any lift h at di tance l from the 
apex of the cone which is formed by extending the conical surface 
P = pre sure at the large circumference of the eat. 
}J. = vi co ity of the fu el oil. 
V = velocity at which the stem is lifted from it eat. 
h = stem lift or opening between the seat , mea ured along the tern axis. 
ex = angle the conical surface of the seat make with a plane perpendicular to the stem a).-i. 
l2 = di tance from apex of cone to it ba e, mea ured along the conical urface. 
For the condition of operation of the timing valve employed in these test the pressure p 
at the smallest circumference of the timing valve tern r ached 97.5 per cent of the pres ure P 
when the stem had lifted approximately 0.001 inch. 
The re uIts of an analy i of the force acting on the timing valve tern when its motion i 
controlled by the hydraulic force of the fuel oil how that ~he motion. of th e stem i given by 
the eq uation: 
where j = hydraulic force on the tern at any time t econd after the motion started plu or 
minu the friction of the tem in it guide. 
A = cale of the spring. 
= di tance spring i compres ed in t econd after motion tarted. 
m = mass of moving part . 
Relations for the lift of tem with timo may be obtained from this equation for any particular 
hydraulic pre Slife variations. 
The re ult of the analy i of tbe pre ure variation and tbe eq uation of motion pre ented 
in thi report for the timing valve are applicable to pring-loaded automatic inj ection valve, 
and in general to all hydraulically operated valve . 
LAl'\GLEY ~IEl\lORlAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY, 
NATlO TAL ADVISORY Ol\il\iITTEE FOR AERONAUTIC, 
LANGLEY FIELD, A., December ~6, 192 . 

APPENDIX 
COMPUTATIONS OF THE PRESSURE IN THE INJECTION VALVE TUBE AT COMPLETION OF COM-
PRESSION OF THE OIL IN THE INJECTIO TUBE AND OF THE TIME TO COMPLETE THIS 
COMPRESSION 
Before the pre sure in the inj ection tube appl'Q}.:imate that of the oil re ervoir, sufficient oil 
flowed through the timing valve for the compression of the 011 column in the lnj ection valve tube, 
the expansion of the tu be walls, and the discharge through the inj ection valve. The compres-
sion of the Diesel oil in the 43-inch injection tube was computed to be 0.0132 cubic inch for the 
increase in pressur9 of 7,000 pounds per quare inch. These computations were based on data 
given in reference 4. The volume upplied for the expansion of the tube walls wa compu ted 
to be 0.0006 cubic inch. The volume discharged through the inj ection valve during the interval 
of compression was the product of the average rate of di charae and the in terval of time the 
injection valve was opened. The average rate of discharge from thi valve under the tes t con-
dition was found by experiment to be 1. 99 cubic inches per second. E xperiments made in this 
laboratory showed that with the 43-inch tube and the conditions assumed here the inj ection valve 
opened 0.0015 econd after the timing valve started to open. The volume discharged through 
the inj ection valve was (t - 0.0015) l.99 cubic inche , where t is the time required to raise the 
pressure in the injection tube to the maximum value. 
The time t can b!:' obtained from the equation 
v tA = O (1 ) 
where v = average velocity through the timino- valve. 
l = time required to raise the pre sure in the inj ection tube to that of the oil reservoir. 
A = average area of opening of timing valve, 0.004 quare inches for a lift of 0.026 inch. 
0 = volume di charged through tlming valve dtu'ing completion of compression in the 
injection valve tube. 
v tO.004 = 0.0132 + 0.0006 + l.99 (t - 0.0015) (la) 
The average velocity of flow is obtained by equatina the 10 of strain or 1'e ilient energy 
pel' unit weight of the oil in the oil reservoir to the kinetic energy pel' unit weight in to which 
it was transformed a it flowed into the tube. The 1'e ilient energy per uni t weight which i 
stored in a liquid, and which i tran formed into kinetic energy as the preSSUl'e i relea ed, can 
be found by con idering a liquid volume of a unit weiaht that is subject to a pressnre which 
decreases by an amount p. From the unit train and unit stre relation ~= k' 
(2) 
where 8 = change in volume for the change in stre s p, 
B = original volume or l i p for unit weight, p being the density of the fluid , 
K = bulk modulus of t he fluid, which varies but little for the pressure range con idered. 
The change of volume is -, 
(2a) 
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The differential energy released per unit weigh t for a differen tial preSSlU'e change is 
1 dE= - pdp K p 
Integrating equation (3) between the limits P2 and PI the total energy released i 
(3) 
(4) 
Equating the 10 in resilient energy per unit weigh t to the kinetic energy per uni t weight, 
P22 -P/ . v2 
2 K p =2g (5) 
wh ere P2 i the pre sure in the oil re el'voir, PI is the pressure in the injection t ube, and v is the 
velocity through the timing value at any time during the flow. The dissipation of energy due to 
the viscosity of the oil ha been neO'I cted since little i known of internal los e in the oil a t the 
high pressures con idered . The small deviation between the computed curve fo r the clo ing 
of the valve and the experimen tal curve indicates that the effect of the viscou dissipation of 
energy is mall. Solving (5) for 
(5a) 
The average veloci ty i 
- lIP' V= (p _) p dv 
2 PI p. 
(6) 
Differen tiating equation (5a), ubsti tuting in equation (6), and in tegrating between the limi t 
P2 = 8,000 pounds per square inch and 1)1 = 1,000 pound pel' quare inch , the average velocity 
is found to be 12l feet pel' econd. ub ti t uting in equation (l a). 
t = 0.002 second 
The compre sion of the oil in the injection tube wa completed 0.002 second after the 
timing valve tern left the eat. The total time from the beginning of the stem motion was 0.0028 
econd plus 0.00039 second, or 0.0032 econd. The total oil volume that left the oil reservoir 
during thi time was 0.0132 + 0.0006 + 1.99 (0.002 - 0.0015) = 0.0164 cubic inch . Thi reduced 
the pre sure in the oil reservoir to 7,830 pounds pel' quare inch. 
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D, Diameter. 
lJe, Effective pitch. 
Po, Mean geometric pitch. 
P., Standard pitch. 
lJv, Zero thrust. 
pa, Zero torque. 
p/D, Pitch ratio. 
V', Inflow velocity. 
V., Slip stream velocity. 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
T, Thrust. 
Q, Torque. 
P , Power. 
(If "coefficients" are introduced all 
units used mll t be consistent.) 
1), Efficiency = T VIP. 
n, R evolutions per sec., 1". p. . 
N, Revolutions per minute, r. p. m. 
<P, Effective helix angle = tan-1 (:)I ) ~7rrn 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp = 76.04 kg/m/s = 550 lb./ft.! ec. 
1 kg/m/s=0.01315 hp 
1 lb. = 0.4535924277 kg 
1 kg = 2.2046224 lb . 
1 mi. = 1609.35 m = 5280 ft. 
1 m = 3.2808333 ft. 
1 mi./hr. = 0.44704 m/s 
1 m/s = 2.23693 mi./hr. 
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